
 

 

Dear Missouri Elected Official: 

The outcome of the 2020 presidential election was so absurd that it begs to be reviewed. The county clerks worked their 

tails off, countless volunteers worked pre-dawn to dark.  And yet, in between the paper transactions of registering & 

voting a paper ballot, the reliable paper information was converted to digital “0”s and “1”s, where an unknown entity 

nullified the work, and the solemn right, of Missourians by changing our election decisions to their pre-planned outcome 

in the digital ethernet, where no one could see their manipulation (or so they thought). Inexplicable, irregular election 

activity is factually recorded - right here in Missouri. Consider the following anomalies in the 2020 Missouri presidential 

election and tell me if you still believe our reported election outcome is the genuine, as-voted will of the People.  Every 

fact is sourced and nearly all use url links you can view on demand; everything in blue is a clickable link. 

➢ In Missouri’s 2020 presidential election, over 90% of registered voters cast a ballot (minute 38:07 of video); 60-70% is 

typical (minute 45:45).  Fraudulent voter registration padding seems to have begun in 1996 (minute 42:15).18 Very 

suspect. 

➢ Why did the vote totals of every Missouri county, as reported directly to Edison (who is Edison 9)  get wiped to zero 

and “reset,” beginning shortly before 2:00am on November 4, 2020? 15 See the times and length (over 48 hours) of 

MO’s Edison reset here. 17 Prior to the “Edison zero” the results reported by counties did not match the state-

reported totals (reported from secretaries of state to the New York Times).  After the reset, they match. 1 This is a 

fake election event.  

➢ Why did every state – all 50 states – have their county-based results wiped to zero in the same timeframe on election 

night? 1 In many states, like MO, it was days before the “restore.”  This is a fake election event. 

➢ Here you can visibly see where a statistically impossibly high number of Biden votes was recorded all at one time, 

falling completely out of line for Missouri voters.16   This is a visual demonstration of a fake election event.  

➢ Why did the computer system (not election officials) drop more than 20,000 Missouri ballots from the totals? 2 

(answer: to make room for fake, phantom votes22 and here, minute 21:30-23:00 21). Ballots that are cast, counted and 

reported to do get covertly erased. This is a fake election event. 

➢ Why do many Missouri counties have more registered voters than eligible voters? 3 This is a fake election event. 

➢ How can more people in a MO county vote than are registered? 3  This is a fake election event. 

➢ Jeff O’Donnell reviewed vote totals provided by counties to Edison in select Missouri counties upon my request. He 

noted Jackson County had a large vote dump at 3:20 am that broke more than 2-1 for Biden; Jackson County 

removed 346 votes from the totals on 11/4, and another 992 on 12/9, but neither candidate’s total changed. St. Louis 

City had 5 updates, with mail-in and in-person tallies coming in large chunks (unusual). They had 111 removals on 

11/14 and another 505 on 12/9. St. Louis County had a vote update of 8,371 votes on 11/20 (very late). Greene had  

472 votes deleted on 12/9. Boone had 196 votes deleted on 11/14 and 158 on 12/9.  St. Charles County had 183 

votes deleted on 12/9 (though no adjustments were made to candidate totals) and 30 minutes later 23 votes were 

added. All counties above except St. Louis County had strange deletions on December 9.12    

➢ Why can a physicist take the voter registration for any county and predict with near 100% accuracy the number of 

ballots cast in the 2020 election? 3 Because the outcomes were determined by formulas before election day. 

➢ Why do 2020 “votes” plotted by age look like an identical copy of 2010 census data, even when it causes more votes  

than registered voters or more votes than residents? 7 The outcomes were set by formulas before election day. 

➢ Why can a physicist take the 2010 census data and predict election turn out in nearly 100% of counties with near 

100% accuracy? 13 Because the outcomes were determined by formulas before election day. 

➢ Why does the degree of accuracy of registration-to-ballots cast ratio (mentioned above) always find its home with 

the sixth decimal point, the same number of decimal points used in common spreadsheet software like Excel?  

Numbers don’t behave this way on their own.4   The outcomes were determined by formulas before election day. 

➢ Missouri has 114 counties.  Pick a legal voting age and a county.  Age 37, Atchison County. The same % of 37 year olds 

voted in Atchison county as in all other 113 counties. How about age 73, Ralls county. Same % of 73 year olds voted in 
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every other MO county. The ratio for each specific age is different; the ratio for the same age in every county in a 

state is the same.  The ratios are different in each state, but inside the state the same specific ratios are in play.  For 

all 50 states. For each of 83 unique ages. And at times, the ratio doesn’t apply just to the county, but it is precinct 

specific. This is true for just about 100% of the states/ages among all 50 US states.  

 

     When Kansas City residents cross the Missouri-Kansas border, each age votes a different % in MO vs. KS. An artificial 

border determines different voter behavior that is defined by a one-year age span; or is an ill-written program unable 

to tell that Jackson County MO and Wyandotte County KS are part of one city? This video 5 explains the impossible 

phenomenon using an antedote of hair color instead of voter turnout. Outcomes set by formulas before election. 

➢ The very short list of countries who use electronic voting devices reads like a who’s who of third world countries. 

Except the USA is there.  Just us; alone among industrialized nations.  What countries have specifically outlawed it? 

Most of the rest of the industrialized world. 19 , 20 

➢ Why would a malicious actor be interested in Missouri? Dr. Draza Smith explains here theory here.  10  

 

A December Rasmussen poll found that 59% of Americans believe the 2020 election was a fraud – over half of the likely 

voters polled nationwide (up from 56% in October). 14, 23 We elect you to represent us, and we know this election is a 

fraudulent outcome.  The USA will not be free of foreign and domestic election terror activity until we reclaim control of 

our election. Our decentralized elections were designed to be a safeguard against this fraud, but the decentralization is 

just a façade because of computerized election devices.  We must have men and women of courage to reclaim our 

constitutional republic.  Paper poll books only.  Paper ballots only.  Day-of-election voting only (with pre-COVID paper 

absentee protocols). Mandatory voter ID. Live-feed camera in every polling place’s public spaces and all tabulation 

spaces. Verifiable vote selection by voter (QR code).  Manufacturer-to-precinct traceable ballot paper (Authentix). The 

rest of the industrialized world refuses to use – and many outright ban – electronic voting devices. 20, 19 See a map here.  

 More facts will follow, documenting in greater detail many of the points above, as well as others that have not been 

introduced yet.  If you would like more information on a specific point, or would like a presentation at your local 

Missouri community, please contact Keith Carmichael at keith@cuttingedgeus.com . Missouri voters are with you in this 

effort.  We have your back; we will work for these election securities. We are monitoring the House and Senate progress 

on this – the only priority that matters for the 2022 Missouri legislative session. 

With respect,  
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